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Introduction: Unpredictable Play

Few games are fully deterministic – which is to say, games where a player
performing a given action knows precisely what the outcome of that action
will be upon the field of play. The player who moves a piece in chess knows
where that piece will end up and whether it will take an opposing piece in
the process; the player who places their stone at a particular vertex in Go
knows whether it will make a group of stones alive, dead or unsettled, and
whether or not it might result in a ko fight; the player considering their next
move in draughts can always see how many captures are possible in a single
sequence. The chess piece cannot be sometimes defeated by the piece it tries
to capture; a Go stone cannot switch to the other colour upon a lucky roll
of a die; draughts pieces cannot fail to capture the piece they jump over.
The same action repeated across multiple instances1 of play is guaranteed to
result in the same outcome each time.
The encyclopaedia of such games is, however, modest compared to the
great compendium of those which include at least one non-deterministic
game mechanic – the rolling of a die, the flipping of a coin, the generation
of a world map, the drawing of lots to determine which team plays first,
randomized damage outputs, percentage-based drop rates, unpredictable
artificial intelligence decisions, the shuffling of cards, virtual weapons
without perfect aim, spawn point selection in multiplayer games, randomized
placement of enemies and items, the drawing of unseen cards or tiles and
many others besides. In all of these cases one similarity may be divined –
a player performs a given action, but that action is no longer universally
and inseparably shackled to a given outcome. Instead actions lead to a
possibility space of potential outcomes, which may be small – a flipped coin
effectively has two potential outcomes, discounting the obvious but unlikely
third outcome – or large, as in the procedural generation of a world map
which might have billions of possible forms. The input is given, and one
possible outcome is ‘selected’ (a word which, as we shall see, rather masks
the complexity of this process in most cases), and that particular outcome
could not have been predicted before the act of selection is carried out. This
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core experience, of being unable to predict the outcome for a given input,
is one with profound importance for the study of game-playing experience,
for it problematizes a wide constellation of related elements: the triviality or
seriousness of play, player agency, notions of fairness, having something ‘at
stake’ in play, the role (if any) of skill and many more besides.
Let us consequently define ‘unpredictability’ as descriptive of the category
of game action which can yield multiple outcomes for identical inputs, and
that the ‘selected’ outcome from the possibility space of potential outcomes
cannot be foreseen. Now take three gameplay scenarios in which this
unpredictability unfolds: in the first, one loads up the latest iteration of the
grand strategy nation-building Civilization (1991–present) franchise and
starts a new game – the world map is procedurally generated by the game
and the player’s nation is placed at an unpredictable location on this map,
and this location then serves as the inescapable ‘starting point’ of the player’s
civilization during all subsequent play. In the second, one is in the midst of
playing a role-playing game (RPG), and upon slaying a powerful ‘boss’ enemy,
the player wonders: will this foe drop the item I know they can drop x per
cent of the time, or will I get nothing for my effort, again, as the last y times
I’ve defeated them? In the third scenario, one walks into a casino and finds
a slot machine to play, sits upon the stool, places a coin in the slot, pulls the
lever and watches the wheels whirl towards their indeterminate denouement.
To describe all of these unpredictable gameplay experiences we use the same
unexamined appellations. We call them randomness, luck or chance – yet we
surely cannot analytically justify using a given term – ‘luck’, for instance – to
describe the unpredictable map creation for a twenty-hour game of complex
strategy with thousands of individual steps and decisions, each of which is in
some way dependent on the generation of the world map upon which they
play out, and then apply that same term also to a heartbeat encounter with a
one-armed bandit where player skill and thought play no role.
This book is therefore concerned with a single task: to guide us in an escape
from this obfuscating synonymy by identifying analytically distinct forms
of unpredictability in game systems, and by developing a typology based
upon these observations – one with both theoretical depth and practical
application. This is the task of the first five chapters. Having done so, the
book will then examine three particular case studies of unpredictability,
their navigation by players and the player experience thereof: procedural
content generation (PCG), replay value and grinding, and player practices
designed towards the deliberate and directed negation of unpredictability.
These will allow us to move from the theoretical to the empirical and carry
out a broader analysis of where the elements of unpredictability arise in
the vast milieu we currently term ‘games’, the perception (or rejection) of
identity and difference between multiple acts of gameplay in unpredictable
games, how players navigate and reflect upon games of unpredictability
which can be opaque and even seemingly unfair and how we might develop
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a comprehensive experiential understanding of ludic unpredictability from
these enquiries. First, however, it is useful to address the history of games
that feature unpredictable systems, consider some of the broad shifts in the
design and social embedding of these games up to the present day and as
a result begin to unpick some of the roles that unpredictability plays in
modern game design.

The era of outcomes and the era of systems
In the ancient Mesoamerican game of Patolli players were expected to
bring with them six items and possessions they were willing to gamble,
each item being represented by a piece on the board, and all items being
taken by the eventual victor. Patolli was a ‘race game’ of both skill and
chance – beans were thrown to determine how many moves a player’s piece
may make around the cross-shaped board, while players had the choice
over which of their pieces they advance, aiming to reach the end positions
assigned to them. Playing the game was an event of immense importance,
both because of the significant wagers required by both sides – especially
if the players were not nobles and might have their material lives seriously
impacted by a loss – and the game’s status as communion with the gods
Macuilxochitl and Ometochtli. Popular belief held that the player favoured
by the gods would emerge victorious – thereby transferring divine cachet
into an improvement in their material status by the acquisition of items
wagered by their opponent (one Mayan codex explicitly states that the
winnings are a ‘gift’ from Macuilxochitl) – the victory having been achieved
primarily through the gods’ largesse. One cannot speculate now as to the
role ascribed by Patolli’s players to skill – were players seen to possess
skill inherently, or was skill seen as something bestowed or loaned out by
the gods (so if a good player wins through skill, not fortune, that is still
seen as god-given fortune of a contrasting species) – but nevertheless this
conflation of fortune, the ambiguous role of skill, and the notoriety and
recognition (divine and worldly) accrued through victory in such games,
is apparent.
These intertwined themes repeat themselves visibly throughout the history
of games, and many civilizations have believed that players of unpredictable
games have received supernatural favour or disfavour through the act of
play.2 The Royal Game of Ur (dating from before 2500 BCE) has been
proposed as possessing a dual status as both play and divination;3 in the
ancient Egyptian game of Senet, some anthropologists propose that the
successful player was seen as victorious only under the benevolent aegis
of several gods;4 ancient Greeks and Romans believed the gods could
determine success in games,5 while Greek religion recorded the distribution
of the world between the gods via the outcome of a game;6 Zuñ i Native
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Americans worshipped gods of war, associated each with a specific game
and invoked them when gambling upon that game;7 the Sanskrit text
Atharvaveda composed in perhaps 1100 BCE contains hymns to the gods
for a range of purposes, including successful gambling.8 Equally, we can
also appreciate moments of divination that could, outside of their cultural
context, be readily mistaken for the play of games. The classical Western
world saw the casting of small bones within a religious temple context to
seek answers from the gods,9 although this divine will can be interpreted as
arbitrary, rather than agential and deliberate;10 in the Tibetan Empire (600–
800 CE) the rolls of dice were commonly used to resolve legal disputes via,
it seems, reference to divination texts;11 and numerous belief systems today
continue to use the drawing and dealing of cards to prognosticate on the
future,12 or invoke contests and games in their broader mythical narratives.13
The broader relationship between divination and games of chance remains
contested, especially with regard to the causality or flow of ideas between
the two,14 but they undeniably share ‘notions of the unknown, mystery, and
fate, as well as imagery of suddenly receiving something of great value that
changes life for the better’,15 exhibiting an ‘amazing parallelism’16 in their
commonalities: being formal systems, entailing the modelling of reality, the
parcelling of time into ‘sessions’, the spatial restriction of the game or holy
place, and so forth.
In early games of this unpredictable sort we therefore readily perceive a
strange conflation: games of unpredictability have often been seen as having
predetermined outcomes, and therefore what we now see as moments of
mathematical indeterminacy were instead perceived as moments of theistic
fatalism and certitude. Actions in these games were seen not as unpredictable
per se, but simply unpredictable by humans – the outcome was always going
to be the outcome, for the player blessed by the gods was destined to emerge
victorious, even if the identity of the fortunate player could not be ascertained
without channelling the will of the divine through the numinous moment of
gameplay. In this regard it is not unreasonable to even ascribe a sacerdotal
role to games – priests do not have a monopoly on interpreting the will of
the gods when a game board can achieve the very same. Simultaneously, by
ontologically positioning terrestrial non-determinism and non-knowledge
as echoes of empyrean determinism and divine knowledge, the game’s
outcomes rather than the game’s systems are emphasized: each instance of
play gains character and noteworthiness beyond the mere abilities of its
players through claiming to represent and illustrate the will of the heavens.
The difference in outcome was what mattered, not the system (mathematical
or spiritual) which underpinned it.
However, this results-focused orientation to games of unpredictability,
informed by a belief that understanding the outcomes was beyond human
ken, was not to last. Many subsequent societal developments each shifted
the discourse of unpredictable games further and further away from their
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spiritual and results-oriented beginnings. Although a full exploration of this
process would merit a book in its own right, here I wish to look at three.
These are the Enlightenment and the beginnings of a deeper mathematical
understanding of ludic unpredictability, the global emergence of casinos
and the formalization of gambling games, and the development of game
theory as a scholarly discipline. I certainly do not propose that these are a
conclusive history of unpredictability in gameplay, or anything close to it,
and there are many other events I elide from this brief summary; nor do
I adhere to ‘grand narrative’ theories of history. However, I believe these
three points in particular (three of many) do highlight some extremely
important developments in how we think about game unpredictability, how
players use (or deal with) unpredictability in their play experiences, and
the relationship between our perception of game unpredictability and our
understanding of the fundamental mechanics of a given game. The goal of
relating these moments is therefore to start the process of thinking about
how even the most basic non-deterministic systems such as coins and dice
can lead to extremely complex cultural or ideological associations.17 These
historical moments serve as valuable examples that highlight the themes
and the kinds of meaning that can be assigned to playing such unpredictable
games – themes and meanings, as I will show throughout the present work,
which are in many cases still very much alive to the present day.
The era we now call the Enlightenment saw the rise of a new approach to
thinking about unpredictability, and unpredictability in a ludic context. In
1654 Blaise Pascal and Pierre de Fermat, following a discussion of an ageold gambling problem set to them by the French writer Antoine Gombaud,
laid out the foundations of modern probability theory as the underpinnings
of their reply. In the process they came to the fundamental realization that
unpredictable events nevertheless occur in probabilistic distributions, even if
those values may be extremely challenging to ascertain in complex systems,
and therefore events which are yet to come may be predicted. This was
a fundamental shift from the dominant ‘pre-modern’ orientation towards
game unpredictability, which posited and enacted an epistemological divide
between human reasoning and ludic outcomes. This conceptualization of
unpredictability marked the beginning of the end of what we might call
the era of outcomes (where little appeared predictable by humans), and
the gradual dawn of the era of systems (where all seemed predictable
by humans), a rationale that has continued in all detailed enquiry of
unpredictable gameplay and game-like systems up to the present day. The
expanding empirical rationalist episteme gave impetus to this mathematical
research, which soon bifurcated – the questions explored by the new field
of probability expanded outside the realms of the game, while also opening
up new avenues of potential enquiry into specifically game-based systems
whose depth was starting to be uncovered. In New Essays on Human
Understanding, German polymath Gottfried Leibniz (an avid game player)
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stressed the value of developing a comprehensive logic of probabilities in
order to ‘pursue the investigation of games of chance’,18 and suggested the
value of creating an ‘Academy of Games’ for the study of games of both
unpredictability and skill, emphasizing that such games give the most
realistic account of human life, and therefore merit the closest examination.19
Probability theory thereby ‘found its first and still paradigmatic elaboration
in relation to games of chance’, for in games mathematicians saw a ‘form
of human activity regulated by chance and not simply (as all human
activity) subject to uncertainty’ (emphasis in original).20 In games, natural
philosophers could readily see a duplicate copy of the newly scientific world
now surrounding them; the appreciation of unpredictability thus began to
shift away from the outcome, and towards the system that creates it.
A second macro-level social change of interest to our enquiry was the
growth and subsequent institutionalization of gambling games devoid of
explicit religious content (although superstition remained) and the casinos in
which they were played. Naturally humans have always gambled on games
of chance, but it was in the seventeenth century in Europe that gambling
games became a site of ‘scientific, rather than sacred, dramas’ (emphasis
in original).21 Within the wider context of a growing mercantile society
that boosted both affluence and the value of thinking about mathematics,
statistics and finance,22 gambling games became a point of probabilistic
study par excellence. In such games, the skilled player ‘weighs the stakes
against the odds, or calculates the risks involved, at the same time predicting
which play strategies are more likely, or unlikely, to pay off’23 – as in any
form of investment or trade. As de Goede notes, both finance and gambling
are strategies for dealing with and facing up against uncertainty, and lacked,
in early-modern Europe, their now-clear divide.24 Subsequently, what we
might call ‘true’ casinos, which is to say the structures and institutions
we now recognize as such, emerged in the second half of the nineteenth
century.25 These not only further reified the non-religious spaces such play
would take place in, but also contributed to the now-clear divide between
finance (as a legitimate pursuit) and gambling (as a deviant practice). These
changes are noteworthy here not for their social or economic effects, but
rather for perspective on unpredictable games adopted by a small, but over
time increasingly significant volume of players. While ‘gamblers’ continued
to lose, a new breed of player emerged – one that looked to the long term,
understood in great detail both the mathematical permutations underpinning
the games and the psychological decisions made by their opponents, and
was able to conceive methods of overcoming the unpredictability of these
games to produce statistically consistent victories.26 At this point systems
thus became identified as not just something of mathematical interest, but
also as the definitive site of cultural meaning and noteworthiness in such
forms of play (even if the manipulation of the system was designed to induce
the production of desirable outcomes), rather than that status being afforded
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to the outcomes, which were almost secondary. The outcomes were only of
interest insofar as being the manifestation and validation of the strengths, or
weaknesses, of careful gameplay strategy. The highly public rise of gambling
games marked a new visibility of unpredictable play, a wide expansion in
their potentially profitable play for those skilled enough to navigate their
unpredictability (whether through legitimate or illegitimate means), and
arguably marked their formal emergence and clearest codification into
secular, rather than religious, society, beyond the writings of intellectuals
and scholars. These developments marked new occurrences in not just the
ways of thinking about unpredictability, but also in terms of who engaged
with unpredictability, how they engaged and why.
This growing arithmetic perspective on unpredictable games achieved
its zenith with the third historical moment (of many more than this in the
grand historical progression of games and unpredictability) I highlight
here – the advent of game theory as an intellectual discipline. Game theory,
entailing the study of cooperation and competition between actors, was
formalized as a field by John von Neumann, both through a paper in
192827 and more substantially in the 1944 ‘Theory of Games and Economic
Behaviour’.28 Before too long, it became apparent that several of the ‘games’
considered by this new branch of mathematics had striking applications
to real-world strategic situations, such as the growing nuclear stand-off
between the Cold War’s two superpowers. Understanding the behaviours
of unpredictable actors, and designing strategies to respond optimally to
all possible unpredictable behaviours, became essential to the high-stakes
‘game’ of global brinksmanship. Forms of thinking and reasoning about
the outcomes of unpredictable scenarios which began around a board
scratched in the dirt now came to determine the nuclear annihilation, or
otherwise, of the human race – with the worrying conclusion that the
correct move was almost always, strategically speaking, to up the stakes.
Within the intellectual domain of game theory, almost anything within
the natural or social world might be modelled as a game-like system;29 the
mathematical approach to understanding unpredictable game systems now
grew beyond its initial limits, pushed by a fundamental metaphorical claim
of the practical parity between ‘games’ (as a leisure activity) and ‘games’
(meaning any system of interactions between actors). Contemporary game
theory maintains significant relevance and research in economics, computer
science, political science and a number of other related sub-fields where
strategic decision-making remains of paramount relevance; such disciplines
have consequently become dominated by an understanding of systems and
all their possible outcomes. In this episteme, unpredictability is seen as being
indicative of a possibility space, and one through which supposedly rational
choices can be made to secure the best outcomes, no matter the outcomes
of unpredictable processes (whether mechanical unpredictability or through
the uncertain actions of other actors).
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We can therefore reasonably identify two discrete historical epochs in
regards to unpredictable games, although the shift from one to the other
was certainly slow and piecemeal, not rapid and binary, and nor has it been
all-encompassing or complete. The players of the first epoch were concerned
with the outcomes of such games; the players of the second with the
systems which generated these outcomes and how those systems might be
understood and mastered (even if such enquiry was seen as a way to control
the outcomes). Players of the first epoch emphasized belief in the externality
of unpredictable outcomes; players of the second epoch sought to examine
the internality of these same outcomes. Players of the first regarded each
instance of play as possessing its own distinction and identity, while players
of the second looked at unpredictable games through the longer lens of
hundreds, thousands or tens of thousands of iterations, seeking to identify
commonalities, numerical underpinnings and optimal decisions. These eras
are not mutually exclusive, absolutist distinctions – there remain many
contemporary gamblers who place superstitious weight on the outcome of a
die roll, and it seems deeply insulting to the intelligence of people from the
past to suggest that Patolli players would not have consciously strategized
over a game which counted so much towards their material conditions
in life – but this broad change in the emphasis placed on the two central
components of unpredictable games and the analytic focus of any who
examined or observed such games is apparent.
What, therefore, is missing from this picture? Our contemporary
intellectual environment compels us to think of unpredictable games first
and foremost as systems, and in doing so we have become less interested
in the experience of unpredictability and the experience of the particular
outcome that emerges through a single iteration. In the first era there were
deep meanings assigned to individual gameplay outcomes; modernizing this
emphasis, we might valuably look to consider the meanings players now
append to individual outcomes, given the far larger range of unpredictable
games we now enjoy. However, a return to the first era seems untenable, for
such understandings were inextricably linked to supernatural conceptions
of causality and complexity, which – although fascinating as the subject of
study – have little place in building a critical scholarship. A new method
needs to be found to address the experience of playing unpredictable games,
without recourse to religious factors. Indeed, going further, such a new
method would ideally integrate and shed light on a number of additional
elements traditionally omitted from examinations of this first era, which
tend to stress the meanings assigned to only the outcomes of games.
What is it like to play an unpredictable game, knowing that your present
situation is one of dozens, hundreds or millions or more? How do players
treat one iteration of a game from the next, and might one iteration inform
another? How will different kinds of unpredictability shape a game’s play
experience? Outcomes are not the only site of meaning or significance in
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such games, and a new critical engagement to the experience of playing
unpredictable games could instead develop a framework for all elements
of game unpredictability. Doing so would explore a topic that the analysis
of game systems as mathematical models can never capture: what players
actually experience when playing these games. Given that unpredictability
ranges across almost the complete range of digital, board and card games,
both contemporary and historical, this is an important building block in any
analysis of what players actually do and feel when they play, and how these
experiences shape their interactions with games themselves.30
I hope to answer these questions through the development of a fourpart typology of game unpredictability. I will term these ‘randomness’,
for unpredictable initial starting conditions of a game; ‘chance’, for
unpredictability during the play of a game; and ‘luck’, for unpredictability
regarding the final outcome of a game. Although these terms have naturally
been used elsewhere in game scholarship, and scholarship more generally,
I seek to justify new definitions assigned to these words within the specific
context of the experienced unpredictability from formal game systems. These
particular words have rich sets of broader cultural associations assigned to
them I will draw on in this process, and offer us a typology that is both
immediately linguistically familiar and more detailed and specific than before.
Then, addressing the fact that these three cover intended unpredictability in
game designs without exploring unintended unpredictability, I will propose
the existence of instability, through which games can gain unpredictability
unplanned and unanticipated by their designers, which can quite fundamentally
reshape the play experience. Each of these I understand as being a different
‘location’ or ‘place’ of unpredictability, moving beyond sweeping terms like
‘games of chance’ to see how different implementations of unpredictability lead
to very different kinds of player experience. The location of unpredictability
refers to the temporal stage of gameplay where unpredictability manifests –
beginning, middle or end – and is central to unpicking the wide variety of
game unpredictability, and its navigation by game players.

Unpredictability so far
There have been several important attempts to date, coming from a range of
disciplinary backgrounds and epistemological foundations, and with a range
of objectives and justifications, at attempting to codify – depending on how
we define them – unpredictability, uncertainty, indeterminacy, randomness,
chance, luck and instability in games. These will be referred to when relevant
throughout this work in order to build upon these previous engagements,
identify commonalities and differences across these conceptualizations and
typologies, and attempt to draw out in greater depth the range of forms that
non-anticipated events in gameplay can take. However, before outlining the
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foundation of this work in the metaphysics of Gilles Deleuze, it is valuable
to give a brief overview of the field. Doing so will identify immediately
the diversity in the major works in the area, note one prior engagement
in particular that I see this work as building upon and developing into
new analytic territory (video games as opposed to, or alongside, gambling
games), and make clear the centrality that thinking through unpredictability
has had for thinking through games of almost all kinds, both historically
and within contemporary game studies and a number of cognate disciplines.
From the earliest days of the then-nascent field of ‘game studies’, questions
of unpredictability (going by many names) have been present. Johan
Huizinga’s Homo Ludens (1938) has relatively little to say on games of
chance, although he does argue that the tension felt by a player of chance is
rarely communicated to onlookers (although any ethnographic engagement
with a casino floor or betting shop would be enough to dismiss that claim),
and that gambling games are fundamentally ‘unproductive’ in a cultural
sense, ‘sterile [and] adding nothing to life or the mind’31 – as opposed to
games of ‘skill’, which Huizinga defines and praises. By contrast, Roger
Caillois in his Man, Play and Games (1958) allows ‘chance’, or ‘alea’, to
occupy one part of his four-part typology. As he puts it, ‘alea’ encompasses
‘all games that are based on a decision independent of the player, an
outcome over which he has no control, and in which winning is the result
of fate rather than triumphing over an adversary’; the exercise of alea in
gameplay thereby ‘negates work, patience, experience and qualifications’,32
but can be thrilling and compelling to the player who lets themselves go and
gives themselves over to the externalizing of play outcomes.33 More recently,
arguably the first game studies book to focus on this topic was Uncertainty
in Games, by game designer Greg Costikyan (2013). He explores a wide
range of forms of ‘uncertainty’ – uncertainty over what to do, knowledge of
the game, the player’s performance, the accuracy of one’s puzzle solution,
hidden information, analytic complexity and others – but situates these
valuable design analyses within overly broad summaries of society, culture
and history, causing the work to overlook some of the most interesting
elements of the embedding of these elements in the life of a game-playing
subject.
From beyond the discipline of game studies, meanwhile, have come
numerous analyses based on gambling studies, and cognate domains which
take gambling to be their object of study (if not their subject of study). Thomas
M Malaby’s Gambling Life (2003) examines how the unpredictability of
gambling games is closely related to unpredictable non-gambling elements
of players’ lives – death, business, romantic interest – and the flow of ideas
and coping strategies between the two, arguing that unpredictability can
be a beneficial and positive element of social life, rather than something to
be feared and acted against. Natasha Schü ll’s Addiction by Design (2012)
investigates the phenomenology of playing slot machines, focusing on how
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the complex deployment of unpredictability through different temporal
rhythms, aesthetics, and technologies shapes the play of these devices,
and how this play can exploit human reactions to unpredictability and
become addictive and damaging in the process. Fiona Nicoll’s Gambling
In Everyday Life (forthcoming) and the wider emerging project of ‘critical
gambling studies’ she is leading aim to move beyond the problematization
of playing games for money to instead interrogate gambling and its politics
across cultures, regions, jurisdictions, historical moments and the crucial yet
oft-overlooked dimension of play, fun, leisure and enjoyment.
Lastly, we cannot also exclude the range of work into these areas
coming from domains outside of game studies and gambling studies, which
are concerned with unpredictability and come from a tremendous range
of disciplinary backgrounds, and writing styles that may be academic,
journalistic or popular. Specifically, two other scholars should be considered.
First, in After Virtue,34 moral philosopher Alasdair MacIntyre uses the term
‘systematic unpredictability’ to refer to four phenomena. First, the emergence
of true innovations, such as ‘the wheel’, in contexts in which it did not exist,
and could not have been predicted, for the moment it is predicted it has, in
a sense, been invented; secondly, how the unpredictability of an individual’s
choices creates unpredictability in the wider social world of others; thirdly,
elements of social life that cannot be adequately modelled in a gametheoretic manner, such as vagueness and uncertainty over who and what is
playing a certain ‘game’, the risk of infinite regression in trying to predict
the actions of others, and the role of imperfect knowledge in the real world;
and fourthly what he terms ‘contingency’, the complex and unpredictable,
yet powerful and influential, ways that seemingly unrelated events can
exhibit shared causation. In this regard I use the term ‘unpredictability’ in
a manner closest to his first and fourth definitions; his work is obviously
not primarily concerned with games, but brings up concepts surrounding
originality and causation relevant to the discussion presented here. Equally,
theorist of optimal experience ‘flow’ Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi has also on
occasion examined similar topics. For example, he suggests that cultures
and cultural practices are ‘defensive constructions against chaos’,35 designed
to help us handle and contain the vicissitudes of unpredictability through
developing and preserving norms and standards. In doing so they ‘rule out
many alternatives’ and ‘limit possibilities’;36 in this we see something of an
introduction to some of the later discussion in this work regarding gaming
cultures that seek to contain, constrain or control the unpredictability in
many games.
Finally, arguably most important in the last domain of popular or
journalistic writing is the work of Nassim Nicholas Taleb, risk analyst turned
philosopher, with books such as Fooled by Randomness (2001) and The
Black Swan (2007) committed to examining the psychological tricks played
by randomness on the human mind, how individuals struggle to understand
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a number of situations of unpredictability, and the effects and potential for
anticipation of what he calls ‘Black Swan Events’ – events vastly outside
of the norm of expected behaviour in a given system. All of these works
offers valuable insights which will be returned to throughout this book,
whether via conceptual developments, empirical examples or observations
about player engagements with unpredictability in a range of personal and
social contexts. We also note that game scholars agree – and simply playing
a game twice confirms this observation – that games are indeterminate,
which is to say their outcomes in a broad sense are not known when play
begins, but this is a very different matter from what I aim to explore in this
book. The work that comes closest to my project here, however, is Gerda
Reith’s comprehensive monograph The Age of Chance (1999), the final two
chapters of which are committed to examining, in her words, ‘what is it like
to play at games of chance?’37 – note the close terminological similarity to
what I propose in this work. Reith examines in detail the thrill of playing
unpredictable games, the shifts of player identity in the ‘vertigo’ of playing
for long periods with unpredictable outcomes, the perception of time for
such players (which she argues is centred on the present, the immediate
gamble, where antecedent plays are irrelevant and future plays unknown),
and what she calls the ‘metaphysical significance’ of victory or loss in games
of this sort.
However, there are two elements of this work which, I believe, open the
door to further examinations of this experiential question. First, The Age
of Chance is focused on games that include wagering, betting or otherwise
the deployment of money: as she states, ‘money must be present in games of
chance’38 in order for the ‘generation of the affective tension – the excitement
– in games of chance’;39 it is therefore suggested that the ‘anxious moment of
wagering is altogether more essential than the outcome of the play’.40 In the
present work I follow this analysis by moving beyond ‘games of chance’ on
which people wager money in order to include, and indeed focus on, video
games that include elements of unpredictability, and in doing so demonstrate
that one need not have money at stake to generate this excitement: the risking
of time, effort, potential stress and social status are very capable of generating
that same compelling affective tension (and generate quite different cultural
practices, player experiences, critical responses and so forth). Jesper Juul
proposes the act of play as an ‘emotional gamble’ where we invest ‘time and
self-esteem’ in our play activities,41 just as Thomas M Malaby notes that
the ‘social status of the participants’42 is also embroiled in games; it is these
observations I wish to develop further, alongside and without excluding
the central role of money in many unpredictable games. Secondly, I want
to unpick in greater detail the category described in The Age of Chance
as ‘games of chance’. Reith rightly notes that ‘the heterogeneity of games
is matched by the heterogeneity of players and motives’,43 acknowledging
the tremendous variety of games, those who play them and the ways in
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which they are played, but throughout ‘games of chance’ are treated as a
single category – contingent, in part, on wagering – and are not unpicked
in greater detail. This is a broader observation which applies to most work
in this area: the category of ‘games of chance’ is never unpicked to identify
different forms of games within that broader heading. This is not always an
issue in scholarly works with other intellectual objectives, such as Reith’s,
but does highlight the opportunity for a new and deeper exploration of
what precisely the games in this category look like, and how they differ.
With these prior examinations acknowledged, how should we begin
to consider unpredictability in game systems, the locations of that
unpredictability and the creation of an unpredictable-game-playing subject?

Deleuze and game studies
To do so, the scholar who affords us the most complete ontology of
difference (and the attendant experience of difference) is Gilles Deleuze
(1925–95). There have been a number of prior explorations of Deleuze in
relation to games,44 but Deleuze cannot be considered (as of yet) an integral
part of the game studies theoretical canon. Nevertheless, as Colin Cremin
has argued, ‘Deleuze’s work particularly lends itself to video game analysis
with his focus on nonrepresentation, affect, and movement.’45 Cremin’s
recent monograph on the topic, for example, takes a wide look over a range
of games and political questions surrounding games, such as the games
industry, and the relationship between players and the games they play.46
In Nick Dyer-Witheford and Greig de Peuter’s Games of Empire (2009),
Deleuze and Guattari (1930–92) are drawn upon to theorize the actions of
‘minority’ participants in gaming spaces, the relationships between global
capital and the video games industry and how computer simulations can
offer the opportunity for alternative, possible worlds. In a similar vein,
Tauel Harper examines the emergence of political communities around play,
utilizing the work of Deleuze and Guattari to consider the emancipatory
potential of games which is not inherent to their play, but can emerge from
playing particular games in particular manners.47 The doctoral thesis of
game designer Tom Betts, meanwhile, examines processes and phenomena
of emergence in generative systems. Deleuze, he notes, ‘frequently discusses
themes of repetition, permutation, emergence and the virtual’,48 making him
an ideal theorist for exploring such ideas in a video game context. Coming
at Deleuze from a different angle, Chiel Kattenbelt and Joost Raessens draw
upon Deleuze’s work on cinema and different kinds of cinematic image
to explore the variety of the phenomenological experiences that players
encounter in computer games.49 Across all of these studies and many others,
Deleuze’s individual work and that written alongside Felix Guattari have
been put to numerous tasks in the study of games and play: their aesthetic
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dimension, their political dimensions and their social dimensions. However,
I believe the present work will be the first game studies book to put Deleuze
to work exploring unpredictability, in doing so hopefully bring to light more
fully the importance of this thinker to understanding the ontological and
experiential components of gameplay.
It will be helpful to set out here the Deleuzean terminology which will
be used in our examination of gameplay unpredictability. Deleuze has
been universally noted as a thinker whose work is highly challenging to
read;50 for being almost ‘wilfully obstructive’51 to the reader’s progress; for
producing texts of distinct difficulty and a lack of clarity;52 for having a ‘love
of provocation’;53 for displaying a noted ‘terminological exuberance’54 in
his ever-changing use of language; and much else besides.55 I consequently
present here my own readings of key terms, and brief summaries of their
intended relevance to this work. Most of these are drawn from Difference
and Repetition (2014 [1968]), which is the primary Deleuzean text relevant
to the present enquiry, although The Logic of Sense (2004 [1969]) and small
segments of his collaboration with Felix Guattari A Thousand Plateaus (2004
[1974]) will also be utilized when appropriate (insofar as my reading of
them does not offer a conflict with Deleuze’s original ontology of difference
as outlined in Difference and Repetition). Although I have endeavoured to
outline this vocabulary in a logical sequence, some definitions inevitably
point to other definitions later in the list, but Deleuze’s densely interwoven
thought rendered this unavoidable. Nevertheless, a subjective consideration
of such games and such forms of play is of great interest irrespective of
any ‘rightness’ or ‘wrongness’ vis-à -vis an underlying generative system;56
thinking of human action only in terms of modelled rationality or selfinterest can only ‘lead to a limited picture of human life’ when tackling what
I call unpredictability.57 By contrast, Deleuze’s focus on subjectivity opens
a door to a more thorough understanding of the play experiences which
unpredictability creates, which have been all but ubiquitous throughout
the history of play. Given the conceptual density of Deleuze’s work I have
sought to make this summary as succinct as possible, but it is important to
establish many of his ideas up-front, as I will be drawing heavily upon them
in the remainder of the work.
Repetition and Generality: Deleuze opens Difference and Repetition
defining what he calls generality and repetition. These two concepts will
be integral to understanding gameplay unpredictability. He states that
‘generality presents two major orders: the qualitative order of resemblances
and the quantitative order of equivalences’.58 To identify a generality,
Deleuze states that ‘resemblances are unpacked in order to discover an
equality’59 – this equality allows for the exchange of terms or things (such
as bodies of water) that are defined as being subject to the same laws. What
Deleuze calls repetition, by contrast, is not repetition of the same, of an
‘original self-identical thing’,60 but rather the repetition of difference.61 Far
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from repetition being the observation of when matters are the same, as
in traditional philosophy, Deleuzean repetition takes place when matters
are not the same,62 but something new is created from a shared source or
origin. As Deleuze puts it, ‘To repeat is to behave in a certain manner, but in
relation to something unique or singular which has no equal or equivalent.’63
James Williams gives a clear example of this – the boundaries of the territory
that an animal prowls are only defined by the repeated prowling of that
territory, although each act of patrol is different; the territory does not
exist prior to the repeating,64 but rather the repeater and the repetitions
emerge from what Tom Betts calls a ‘self-reflexive feedback loop which
underlies the construction of meaning’. The animal behaves in a manner
in relation to something singular – its territory – which is created through
these repetitions. Things cannot repeat without something that causes this
repetition,65 such as – at the risk of anticipating future analysis – someone
shuffling a deck of cards, running a procedural generation system or flipping
a coin (or patrolling a territory). In this way repetitions repeat similar things
(e.g. a deal of cards), but do not reproduce the same thing (a particular
deal), since there must always be difference in order for a repetition to take
place. Whereas traditional philosophical repetition presupposes the concept
that is being repeated, for Deleuze, the concept being repeated is produced
through the repetitions.66 As I will argue in this work, this is crucial for our
understanding of how game-playing subjects construct their understandings
of the game being played, the nature and pattern of its unpredictability, and
how that unpredictability is consequently experienced.
Identity and Difference: Deleuze seeks to challenge existing Hegelian67
and Aristotelian68 emphases on the pre-existing transcendent identities
of things. Deleuze instead proposes that ‘all identities are only simulated,
produced as an optical “effect” by the more profound game of difference
and repetition’.69 By this he means that identity is never inherent, and such a
model of thought detracts from the unique specificity of lived experiences by
attempting to force all phenomena into pre-existing models. He argues that
we must ‘take seriously the nature of the world as it is perceived’70 because
there is nothing ‘behind’ the world (as in a Platonic perspective founded
upon pre-formed identities). Rather than supposing that difference is only
found when perceiving that two objects have identities and that these two
are not the same identity, Deleuze inverts this causality and asserts that we
only perceive identity through an endless sequence of differences between
all sensible objects: ‘Resemblance and identity are only functional effects of
that difference which alone is originary within the system.’71
Difference is consequently Deleuze’s term for the ‘emergence of form,
which cannot be captured within the structure of the already formed’.72 If
we are therefore to seriously study the gameplay of unpredictable games
in a Deleuzean sense, ‘every object, every thing, must see its own identity
swallowed up in difference, each being no more than a difference between
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differences’,73 and such a position allows us to examine unpredictability
through the perceptions and assessments and subjectivity of the player, not
through the underlying mathematics (except insofar as the player considers
those). The repetition of difference is, I will argue, the process through which
players experience unpredictable games, and a crucial theoretical turning
point for understanding how players become subjects that play unpredictable
games, and understand and experience those games in particular ways.
Possible, Real, Virtual and Actual: Deleuze draws two important
distinctions between what he calls the possible and the real, and the virtual
and the actual.74 The possible is everything that might be – I might play
poker today or tomorrow – and the real is what actually takes place and
exists (e.g. I played poker today).75 The real and possible are therefore
of the same sort, even if the number of things in the real is miniscule
compared with the number of things in the possible. The virtual and the
actual, however, are different. The virtual is an aspect of reality which
is not physicality instantiated, but is nevertheless real – a meaning of a
word, for example. Virtuality ‘contains only the rules for the production
of objects’76 which might be actualized; whereas the possible resembles the
real, the actual does not resemble the virtual and the two are instead quite
different. Deleuze proposes that we should not define something according
to its already-actualized forms but rather by also understanding the virtual
– we cannot understand what it is for a deck of cards to be dealt by only
looking at previously dealt permutations. The virtual content of a deck of
cards would include the system for the production of every possible deal,
for the full set of possible deals defines what kind of deck it is, even if most
have never physically occurred (been actualized), but it does not contain
possible deals from decks of cards which contain different kinds of cards.
As James Williams puts it, the properties of an actualized thing are virtual,
but when you touch or otherwise engage with it, there is ‘something of all
the other things’77 with that same virtual content; exploring one dungeon
has something of all the other dungeons that the player has experienced, and
the other dungeons that might have been, and might still be in the future.
Deleuze’s understandings of virtual and actual will further contribute to
a rich toolkit for exploring game unpredictability, specifically vis-à -vis the
relationship between multiple different instances of one unpredictable game,
how players think about the possibilities of those unpredictable games that
were and were not actualized in a particular playthrough, and how we think
about the formative systems that underlie unpredictable games.
Ideas/Multiplicities and Singularities: Deleuze uses the terms ‘Ideas’ and
‘multiplicities’ to refer to the same things.78 I find multiplicity to be both the
most descriptive and least abstract of these two terms – and one that seems
highly appropriate to structures like decks of cards or procedural generation
systems – and will therefore use multiplicity throughout this work rather
than Idea. A multiplicity is ‘pure virtuality’.79 A multiplicity can only be
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perceived by an individual subject through regarding the actualized forms
that emerge from it and in the differences between it and other multiplicities.
A multiplicity consists80 of differential elements (such as dungeon rooms
or enemies), differential relations (how those rooms might be arranged or
how enemies might be placed) and the potential for resultant ‘singularities’
(noteworthy combinations of actualized elements and relations, such as
a very challenging enemy placed in a challenging room which results in
a gameplay situation far more challenging than either of those on their
own). These distinctive permutations that emerge from a multiplicity – the
singularities – have particular importance for a Deleuzean study of games.
Singularities ‘emanate from that aleatory point which every time condenses
the whole of chance into one time’81 – by this Deleuze means that an aleatory
(‘contingent’) point is the intersection of elements and relations in a way
that produces a noteworthy result (e.g. a challenging enemy in a challenging
room), while the singularity is the result itself that emerges from that point
(e.g. a very high level of difficulty).
Anthropologist of religion Katherine Swancutt defines Deleuze’s aleatory
points in a game context as being ‘configurations [that] allow players to
make a winning move’,82 but I believe a slightly broader definition is in
order. These points could also include particular combinations of layouts
and enemies which produce strikingly challenging, original, compelling
or even amusing instances of gameplay, not just those with the potential
for competitive ascendancy – they are gameplay permutations constructed
from differential elements and relations that yield a unique and distinctive
singularity. They are ‘turning points and points of inflection; bottlenecks,
knots, foyers, and centers; points of fusion, condensation, and boiling’,83
fundamentally antithetical to any notion of ordinariness or routine.
Multiplicities therefore contain within them elements and relations and
from these the potential for singularities, which are actualized in particular
deals or particular generations when the elements and relations intersect in
a noteworthy way. It must also be stressed again here that Deleuze’s project
is one of subjectivity, and therefore any multiplicity in question is the one
perceived by the subject playing the game: for one person the multiplicity
of the ‘same’ actual deck of cards will differ from what someone else sees
in that deck. I will therefore use the term ‘generative system’ to refer to
the material fabric of a game itself and the systems which yield and shape
its unpredictability, and ‘multiplicity’ to mean the subjective perception of
that system, slowly and gradually constructed, in the mind of a player.84
Multiplicities represent the sum total of player understanding about a
system of unpredictability – the very nature of what they think that system
is and what they think it can produce – and are therefore crucial for the
subsequent analysis in this work.
Differentiation and Differenciation: These two terms, although differing
by only a single letter in their English translation, are crucial to Deleuze’s
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thought and to much of the discussion of this book (especially the latter –
differenciation). Differentiation is the process by which the virtual content
of one multiplicity is distinguished (‘determined’) from another – for
example, every use of the term ‘first-person shooter’ (FPS) in relation to a
particular context serves to differentiate the multiplicity of ‘the FPS’ from
everything else in the world. In turn, we come to understand how FPS, RPG
and real-time strategy (RTS) games are differentiated as distinct genres.
Similarly, differentiation marks the boundary between ‘dungeon’ generators
and ‘world generators’, or ‘standard 52-card deck’ against ‘Tarot deck’, or
between board games and computer games. Differenciation, meanwhile, is
the actualization of the virtual, resulting in (for example) a series of games
all defined as ‘FPS’, the definition of which has been virtually differentiated
from other genres. This results in a heterogeneous (but similar) series of
things which take the form of repetition. This is not generality, because in
each differenciation something new is created. Differenciation is therefore
central to the following analysis of unpredictability, being predicated on the
creation of varied outcomes from a generative system, while differentiation
is of less value, but will nevertheless be useful in our consideration of the
player’s mental differentiating of concepts and aspects of unpredictable
systems.
Rhizomes and Arborescence: These final two concepts are the only terms
in this list drawn from Deleuze’s later collaboration with Felix Guattari, the
two-volume Anti-Oedipus (2004 [1972]) and A Thousand Plateaus (2004
[1974]). Systems, they propose, can be structured in a rhizomatic manner, or
an arborescent one, drawing metaphorical relevance from cellular biology:
arborescent systems are akin to trees, with a linear central trunk and all else
being dependent on that trunk, while rhizomatic systems are more akin to
colonies of fungi, or hive-building insects. ‘Arborescences are hierarchical,
stratified totalities which impose limited and regulated connections between
their components’, while rhizomes are ‘non-hierarchical, horizontal
multiplicities which cannot be subsumed within a unified structure, whose
components form random, unregulated networks in which any element
may be connected with any other element’.85 The word ‘random’ is used
here to refer to what I have termed ‘unpredictability’, as an overarching
catch-all phrase for all phenomena of non-determinism or indeterminacy or
stochasticity, rather than what I propose as randomness, but these definitions
clearly highlight the distinction between these concepts. The concept of the
rhizome ‘allows for an autonomy of the “reading material” without having
to organize the user in a restrictive way’86 – which is to say, whereas games
that lack unpredictable elements in their systems can only organize the user’s
behaviour in one way, the ‘reading material’ – the game – gains a certain
quasi-autonomy when unpredictable elements are introduced, shaping itself
in new and different ways and thereby enabling a greater range of possible
interactions on the part of the user. Two rhizomes represent alternatives,
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not opposition,87 and can be switched out and replaced more easily than
elements in a hierarchic, arborescent structure. Rhizomatic elements may
therefore be alternated, exchanged; arborescent elements bifurcate and open
up a range of options, through which (in most cases) rhizomatic elements
are in turn distributed. The system that procedurally generates a world
map is arborescent, while the elements it distributes into a final map are
rhizomatic. These terms and the structuring and ordering of variables they
imply will be of value particularly in the exploration of luck, as well as
to a lesser extent in the exploration of the generation of what I will call
‘significance’ (important elements) in randomness and chance, for they help
us conceptualize how unpredictable games distribute their elements, and
how players move through those elements.
With this terminology and its relevance to games established, it is
interesting to note that Deleuze does himself make references to games on
several occasions including giving a prominent place to questions of what I
term unpredictability. In The Logic of Sense, Deleuze proposes a definition
of games, which importantly argues that ‘rules determine hypotheses which
divide and apportion chance, that is, hypotheses of loss or gain’, and that
such ‘hypotheses organise the playing of the game according to a plurality
of throws’, each of which ‘brings about a fixed distribution corresponding
to one case or another’.88 In these passages he understands games as being
first and foremost what we might think of as vehicles for the distribution
of outcomes, according to sets of rules. He, however, emphasizes the role
of unpredictability in those rules, whereby players lose and gain through
unpredictable processes that in the Deleuzean sense repeat, yet due to
their core unpredictability, repeat difference with each throw, rather than
repeating (in the traditional sense of the word) any form of generality. In
Difference and Repetition, meanwhile, he suggests that when players are
given a ‘situation of chance or multiplicity’, one seeks to ‘impose limits upon
it’ and ‘bring about the return of the same’,89 which is to say particular
outcomes mentally noted as being desirable. In this Deleuze notes that
we find ourselves immediately trying to reset or counter unpredictability
whenever we find it – even if it is that same unpredictability which first
compelled us to consider the game in question. This is a theme which runs
throughout the present work: overcome by the opacity, confusion, apparent
unfairness and capriciousness of unpredictable systems, players do much
to change their gameplay practices, the discourses they understand their
gameplay through or the very accepted design of the games they play.
However, these are the limits of Deleuze’s prior engagements with games
and play, which more often take the form of metaphor or ideal system than
an examination of real games played by real individuals; this is a gap which
will be bridged by the present work.
Finally, before proceeding to the outline of the work, a crucial critique
in my theoretical choice must be anticipated and addressed. Deleuze
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acknowledges that it is impossible to ever fully list or conceptualize or
hold in one’s mind all the differences between two repetitions. In our
consideration of games, this is certainly the case, for the player will be a little
older each time, will have different experiences to draw on, the surrounding
temperature might have changed, they might be more or less hungry, an
ambulance might be driving by with its siren on, the gravitational pull of
the earth might have shifted one iota – and so on. There is always an infinite
set of other repetitions related to anything or any matter. Consequently,
we cannot ever grasp the infinite set of differences between one thing
and its relation to an infinite number of others, and another thing and its
relation to that same infinite set of others: ‘The difference is resistant to
actual identification.’90 In this regard, if we consider ‘factors which change
with each playthrough and affect play, even in the smallest way’, what
game scholars call the ‘magic circle’ – a separate space, ‘either materially
or ideally’,91 marked off for the play of games – becomes unfathomably
huge,92 and riddled with uncountable differences of every sort that divide
each repetition from the next (just as all the external factors mutually shape
the territory of the prowling animal).
Why, therefore, focus solely on differences and repetition written into
the game’s code (or formal rules and the actions of play, as in a card game)?
The answer is that unlike the examples listed above which might affect
gameplay in some sense, these repetitions are central to the play of these
games: they are not incidental, they are fully ‘within’ the technical or formal
fabric of the game, and do not exist outside it. They take place either from
the game’s fabric functioning as anticipated or expected, or in the case of
what I later term ‘instability’, from that fabric functioning ‘incorrectly’93 in
some manner; but they are nevertheless part of the game as an item, as
an artefact, as a set of practices, as a way of mobilizing circuitry within a
computer, as a way of giving meaning to fifty-two pieces of cardboard with
pictures and symbols drawn on them. As a result, these forms of repetition
and difference are actively regarded and considered and thought about by
players; they are not incidental, outside things, which have an effect on the
game but are not, except within a broad definition of the magic circle, part
of the game. They enable players to take an in-game action, and be unsure
– even with perfect knowledge – of the outcome. These elements make their
contribution to gameplay experience distinct, and an appropriate analytic
focus in their own right.

Outline of the work
As noted earlier, the purpose of this work is to create a (primarily experiential
and ontological) framework for considering gameplay unpredictability, and
to develop an understanding of the game-playing subject when confronted
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with unpredictable games. It is concerned with clarifying the many forms
unpredictability can take and subsequently proposing models to understand
the player experience of engaging with unpredictable games. However, it is
also interested in the more ‘material’ objective of categorizing overlooked
aspects of game design and offering a framework for critically minded game
designers seeking to understand the varied forms that unpredictability may
take, identify which forms they wish to include in their games and develop
systems (or avoid accidentally developing systems) of the sort explored in
this book.
The second chapter identifies the first of the work’s central three-part
typology – that of ‘randomness’, defined as the unpredictability of initial
starting conditions. It first analyses how games create differenciated starting
conditions from a virtual multiplicity of possible elements and methods of
element distribution. This leads to a discussion of the importance of the
initial conditions of gameplay and the extent to which any one instance
of these reverberate throughout a given instance of play. The chapter then
explores the creation of significant elements through the distributions of
unpredictable elements via unpredictable processes, all of which draw their
importance from the other elements they are distributed alongside, with a
particular focus on how the sets of possible interactions in unpredictable
games are, themselves, unpredictable. It then introduces the concept of the
‘granularity of interest’ – the volume of unpredictable components that are
interesting and the chance that they will form themselves into interesting
constellations – as a method of assessing the extent to which the differential
elements and differential relations in a particular system create (or fail to
create) singularities as perceived by each individual player. The chapter
concludes by examining how players perceive these differenciating processes
via the assessment of perceptions, and how these assessments yield system
knowledge (how elements are distributed) and variable knowledge (what
elements are distributed).
Several discussions of the second chapter could be potentially placed in
the third chapter (on chance), but studying the creation of significance, the
granularity of interest and the acquisition of system and variable knowledge
seem more usefully considered at this earlier point. Studying the creation
of significance through the distribution of unpredictable variables is best
positioned in a discussion of randomness, not chance, for in the former
in most cases a vastly greater number of variables are distributed, and
yield significance, at any one time (the start of the game) than in chance
(ordinarily slowly, and bit by bit). In the case of the granularity of interest,
randomness is generally of greater and longer-term consequence to the
player, and creates sweeping structures of significance and importance
rather than piecemeal interventions throughout play, making randomness
an ideal point to examine the concept. In the third case, the notion a player
builds up of randomness is ordinarily more complex than that of chance,
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owing to the far greater potential for emergent phenomena and singularities
in the former, thereby allowing us to explore how players gain knowledge
of unpredictable systems in the greatest depth through considering it via
randomness.
The third chapter identifies the second part of the central typology –
‘chance’, defined as unpredictability during ongoing gameplay. The chapter
first assesses how moments of uncertainty are distributed throughout a game,
and examines some of the dominant kinds of chance in games, utilizing
illustrative case studies for each, before summarizing in a broader sense the
overall purposes of introducing chance into the ongoing play of a game.
These are broken down into four potentially overlapping categories: the
distribution of outcomes which are qualitatively similar but quantitatively
distinct; the distribution of outcomes which are qualitatively distinct; the
distribution of outcomes which might include a null outcome that effects
no change in the game world; and the potential for all outcomes to be
positive for the player, all negative or a mixture. Focusing back on how
players respond to unpredictability, the chapter concludes with an analysis
of the concept of the ‘Random Number God’, a personification of the ‘will’
of systems that contain only mathematical differenciation that is invoked
whenever moments of unpredictability, specifically chance, are perceived
as having been unfairly cruel and ending or negatively affecting a player’s
experience. This sheds further light on how players therefore experience,
and come to create narratives and internal psychological models of, in-game
chance.
The fourth chapter identifies the third part of the work’s typology – ‘luck’,
defined as the unpredictability of the eventual outcomes of an instance of
play, and therefore the extent to which player actively during gameplay can
or cannot influence its resolution. I define luck as the existence of lines of
arborescence that stem from unpredictability in a game and endure until the
end of that instance of play. The chapter explores the use of luck in games
as a means to levelling a playing field between game players of different
skill levels, and unpicks both the motivation of this game design goal and
its effects on player experience of unpredictability. This is closely related to
questions of the long term and short term in gameplay, and so the chapter
explores how games with tremendous luck in the short term might, over
hundreds or as many as millions of moments, become dominated instead
by skill. In addition, I posit that despite the strong presence of skill in many
games of luck, randomness and chance are often mistaken for luck, and the
chapter concludes by addressing this issue, exploring in detail a valuable
case study – modern ‘roguelike’ game FTL (2012) – of this common player
confusion. Unpicking the concept of luck thereby allows us to look more
closely at the extent to which unpredictability does or does not shape
gameplay, and the importance of considering luck as a distinct location of
unpredictability from two others mentioned here.
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The fifth chapter – on instability – distinguishes between intended and
unintended unpredictability (identifying the existence of exploits and
glitches in the latter), and then seeks to develop a critical separation between
‘glitches’ – a breakdown in a game’s systems – and ‘exploits’ – the correct
functioning of a game’s systems, but in an aleatory point unanticipated by
a game’s designers. It also covers debates over the definitions of an ‘exploit’
and a ‘strong strategy’, noting that this line often blurs and that conclusions
of such debates often come down to just how strong a strategy represented
by a particular singularity is. The chapter then develops the concepts of
‘tight coupling’ and ‘weak coupling’ to describe games (tightly coupled)
with a small number of simplistic rules and elements, which tend to be
highly stable (such as draughts), and games with a large number of complex
rules and elements (weakly coupled), which tend to be highly unstable (such
as digital RPGs). I then note the existence of both ‘internal’ and ‘external’
instability – for example, the difference between a glitch in a video game,
and someone stealing a chess piece from the board, when the non-game
world intrudes into the game – and what these mean for player experience,
and the restructuring of a player’s multiplicity for the game they are playing.
The chapter then concludes by examining how instability can be embraced
by players, redefining and shifting the accepted rules of a game, and the
enjoyment to be found exploring game instability.
The sixth chapter is the first of three chapters to apply this theoretical
analysis to three practical cases, beginning with the consideration of
‘procedural content generation’. Specifically, it focuses on some of the
experiences that might be gained playing a PCG game which rarely, if ever,
can be found in other games with randomness and chance, primarily due
to the complexity of procedural generation systems and the tremendous
range of gameplay purposes to which they have been put. To do so, the
chapter focuses on a case study of ‘roguelikes’, the game genre most closely
associated with procedural generation, and which deploy such processes in
the greatest range of scenarios. Having outlined this genre, the discussion
then proceeds to discussion of the relationship between three aspects I
term depth, length and co-dependency in PCG, aiming to develop a toolkit
through which we can examine some of the experiences that are almost,
or entirely, exclusive to games with PCG. ‘Depth’ refers to the number of
steps in a generative system that leads to its outcome; ‘length’ refers to the
number of steps in a chain of connections and influences between multiple
procedurally generated elements; ‘co-dependency’ refers to the extent to
which factors in that chain are deeply, or loosely, causally interwoven. These
aspects, in turn, allow for new experiences to be had by players: confusion
and puzzlement, a sense of scope and scale, and a sense of grounding
and realism, respectively. The chapter then concludes by exploring player
perception of procedural generation by examining how players identify
procedural from non-procedural elements in games, developing a notion of
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a ‘procedural aesthetic’ in such games and considering how these judgements
(whether accurate or inaccurate) affect player experiences across multiple
playthroughs of a game.
The seventh chapter examines the notion of ‘replay value’ and the practice
of ‘grinding’. Both are contingent on the deployment of randomness and
chance in a game design, and are brought into being through the game design
use of these unpredictable elements in very particular ways. The chapter first
defines each of these – ‘replay value’ is the notion that some of the ‘value’ in
a game is contingent on being able to play it more than once, while ‘grinding’
entails performing repetitive in-game actions waiting for a fortunate roll
of chance (or, less often, randomness). The chapter explores the values
assigned to, and the impetuses towards, both of these practices, and how
they intersect with the possibilities within specifically unpredictable game
systems. I then consider the tension between ease and difficulty in grinding,
specifically the existence in many games of systems to make grinding more
palatable, without actually removing the practice altogether, and what this
shows us about both player and developer expectations of grinding as a
practice. It then explores the notion of ‘completionism’ – exhausting all
the possibilities within a particular game – and what pursing the goal of
completionism via replay within an unpredictable game means for player
experience, and particularly a player’s experience of chance.
The eighth chapter deals with what I term the ‘negation of unpredictability’,
gameplay practices designed to force an unpredictable game into offering
identical experiences to multiple players (or to the same player multiple
times). The chapter explores three of the most well-used and well-tested
methods for players wishing to transform unpredictable games into
semi-deterministic or fully deterministic games: ‘duplicate deals’ used in
some competitive card game competitions to mitigate the randomness of
traditional shuffling and dealing, and thereby establish a shared baseline for
play between teams; the practice of ‘save scumming’, which entails creating
a backup of one’s save in a game featuring ‘permadeath’ (the permanent loss
of one’s character upon death), and then restoring that save if one’s character
perishes or one is faced with a displeasing selection of unpredictably selected
elements; and ‘gameplay seeds’, strings of numbers that allow more than
one player to play a given unpredictable game in the exact same way in
two different physical locations. The chapter concludes by summarizing
the social and game design contexts surrounding such forms of luck-heavy
play, and considers how the desire to negate unpredictability by altering the
design of the games themselves shows the importance of wider setting, as
well as individual experience, to player responses to unpredictability.
The ninth and final chapter summarizes the work’s theoretical foundations,
typological development and the case studies through which this four-part
framework has been elucidated, and its value hopefully demonstrated.
The chapter begins with an overview of the work before returning to the
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Deleuzean foundations of the study, and recapping the definitions proposed of
randomness, chance, luck and instability. It also notes why such a separation
into four forms is necessary to explore in greater detail the wide range of
gameplay experiences they create and underpin. The chapter concludes by
highlighting the importance of studying the experience of unpredictability,
some of the core findings of the work, and the overall range of present and
future insights that might be gathered through the deployment of such a
typology.
Before proceeding to these analyses, a couple of acknowledgements should
be made about both the methodological and epistemological foundation of
this work, and also the specific kinds of games the work primarily uses
as its case studies. In the first case, it is usual in the discussion of many
subjects for scholars for talk about ‘you’, ‘one’, ‘we’ or the ‘imagined reader’.
Addressing what exactly these terms mean in a work such as this is essential.
It is of course correct to have a specific subject population in mind when
discussing psychological or affective states: however, in this work my focus
is the conditions of possibility for such states. For example, in talking about
the rules of games as setting out the conditions for fear or excitement in
players, a subsequent discussion would not look to attribute those states
to particular players, but rather to possible players as a whole. I am not
talking about a single subject, but rather about possible game-playing
subjects, in many cases subjects whose particular perspectives are shared
by large communities (see the discussions, topics, cultures and norms I cite
later in this book). The adoption of a case studies approach throughout the
work is thus especially valuable for helping show the reality, accuracy and
commonality of many of the possible states subsequently explored. These
principles and sources of knowledge therefore do not discount the obvious
tremendous variety in player experiences, but rather offer a cumulative look
at both common experiences and the wider range of experiences that players
have in games.
Second, given the nature of my topic, much of my discussion of
unpredictable computer games focuses on a reasonably small number of
genres: roguelikes, RPGs more generally and strategy games. In terms of
analogue games, my focus is inevitably on card games, to a lesser extent
where relevant, casino games and occasionally tabletop games. These games
are the most common to use unpredictability (although rarer examples
can be found in almost every game genre), they use unpredictability in the
greatest range of ways and to the greater number of purposes, and they
offer the most compelling and unusual case studies, a large number of which
are developed throughout this work to illustrate and ground the broader
theoretical and conceptual discussion. This is of course not an exhaustive
summation of all games of all sorts, and not even all games which exhibit
systemic unpredictability, but these selections offer us the greatest variety
in the implementation and gameplay effects of unpredictability, the most
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potential for detailed study, and in all of these games unpredictability is central
instead of tangential. Much of what I aim to do here is unify our examination
of these kinds of games from a Deleuzean perspective, highlighting their
commonalities and differences, and the different gameplay experiences that
emerge from the different ‘locations’ in which unpredictability might be
found. My focus is on the lived experience of playing such games, the many
different forms of unpredictability manifested within these games, and how
we might come to understand and typify these forms and move towards a
comprehensive typology of ludic unpredictability. This is the task I have set
myself in this work.
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